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During the past decade, selection and ranking theory has developed rapidly.

Many, reasonable rules have been proposed. Some good properties have been

studied. However, very little work has been done to consider the optimality

of a selection procedure, especially in the subset selection approach. In this

paper, we are interested in working on some results for optimality. Some

classical selection rules are constructed as special cases.

Let < denote a partial ordering on the k-dimensional Euclidean space.

Let x (x1 .... xk) and e = (01, ... )ek), and x < x' be defined by, xi < X!

i i k; similarly, 0 6' - 0.<8! 1 < i < k. A measurable subset S of the

sample space is called monotone non-decreasing (with respect to < ) if x E S

and x < x' implies x' E S. Let P6 (S) denote the probability measure of S under

the conditional distribution of X given 0. The distribution is said to have

stochastically increasing property (SIP) in 6 if Po(S) < Po,(S) for every

monotone non-decreasing set S and all 0 < 0'. A function y(x) is said to be

non-decreasing (with respect to < ) if y(x) < (fxl') for all x < '. Let E

denote the expectation with respect to the distribution P.

A characterization of SIP is given by the following lemma (for proof see

Lehmann [5], p.400; or see Alam [2]).
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LL-mma 1. A Family of' distributions P, has SIP in if" E ,,(X) , Eep(X) for,9 - _3 - - '3 -

al I non-decre:asin integralle function ip(x) and all (3 <

It is ea;v to generalize Alam's result in [1] as follows.

I'heorem I.. Let the distribution of X have stochastically increasing property in

1j, and let .(x,) be non-decreasing in x and 6. Then E eX,6) is non-decreasing

in -J.

Proof. Let 3 -< .'_. From the fact that Ey(.X,0) < Ey(X,O') and Lemma 1, we

know that FL y(X,O') < E0,cp(X,O'). This completes the proof.

Remark 1. It should be pointed out that the dimensionality of the vectors

x and 1i need not be the same. The above results are true, in general.

There are given k populations Irl, 2 ,...I k of which we wish to select a

subset. The quality of the ith population is characterized by a real-valued

parameter . Let ,, denote the whole parameter space.

Let be a selection procedure and let R(.,6) and S(O,6) be some quantities

such that S(3,±) is large and R(0,6) is small.

Lehmann [7] has proved the following result.

Lemma 2. Let 1i be a a-field of subsets of the parameter space Q2 and let A and

; be probability distribution, over (al3). Let A,B be two positive constants

and let 6 0 maximize the integral

Thon 60 minimizes sup R(0, S) subject to

(2) inf S(tj,,6) > y

prov ided

(3) (1, 0 ) . () = sup R(0, %)

and

(ij) jsro,, 0 )d (OZ) = inf S(0,6 0) : y.
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Let T. k.. _ T" O' I i k, be a partition of i such that

k

u -. let be a distance between n. and , Ti =  (-ill... ik with

k-I elements (since t.. is not considered), T.. and TO are known constants.

Let = -. and . Min and let r. = max t be associated with r.I j~i zjJ 1 <L<k

which we call the best.

Let 0016 . 6 k) and S(T, 6 ) = S(t,6) = PT {Selecting n ili}=6 ipT if TE--i

1 i 1 k. Let R (i)(,5) = P {Selecting ri6.}, i E, and R(T,6) =
1 1

ji~<)) LetZi be a sufficient and maximal invariant statistic for

i= 11

1 • i, j _ k, ji. We know that the distribution of Z3, depends only on

- (see [)]1.

Oosterhoff [81 defines a monotone likelihood ratio density for a random

vector X with m components as follows: Let e be an m-dimensional vector of

parameters. A partial ordering of points in Rk is defined by x' < x, meaning

x I for i 1,2,.. .,k, and the inequality is strict for at least one

component. The density f(x,O) has monotone likelihood ratio if for all

" < , [f(x,O')/f(x,O")] is non-decreasing in x.

Let the joint density of Zij, j~i, be p .(zi)" Let Pt. be denoted by p0
-1 -1

when Til T ik = T.. and by pi when Til T ik = TOP T0 > T ii,

Restricted kMinimax Selection Procedures

Theorem 2. Suppose that p_ (z) has monotone likelihood ratio. Assume that the
0T

supremum of R(7,6 ) over Q occurs at T.. I.. for all i,j, where for any i,

I ~if --i i) > c,
p (z)

.001=

.. .. .. . .. . . , .t .. . . Ifn li m i i ... Il . . I If #.. .....I .. . ... . . . .. . . . .. . ...oI. .



whcru c and a are determined by

Y(I. )p (z,. )dZ.

o 0
Then m = (1 . k) minimizes sup R (1,6) subject to inf S (,) -.

TC.z TE -

Proof. Let A he the distribution which assigns probability one to the point

T . = (z T, iI . ) and the distribution which assigns probability I to the- - ii. . . iik
points )( .... 0 Then by Theorem 1, we have

0
ij f S(r,S) = m i jf S(T, 

O 
0 min S( _,6 )

TC-. l':i<k -rE+? l<i<k

0 I, S(T 60 d Li_(),

(since 0 , i k).

hence (1) reduces to

I }fi/ S ( T, C0 )d u )A fR (T, 0 )dk(e_)

Sn k 0L i le-A Lft 
i wr

=1=l

k-k

k 0 B
.) , 6 i  (, P i-A p 0) 

•

1 -

Since 0 1, (S) is maximized by putting 0 = 0 or I as -Pi < or > AP0

n- ( 2 e1)1
F!xamp Ie. Let g.,=:: (xi) where g 6.(x, ) = -e Let Ti Z

Oil . j - k, jti, 0.. - TO A>O and --.. = X.-X., j~i. Let T.' -
I ' -- -- ' 1 0 13 1 -1

t il l .. . ik) and z'' = ( l. . . ik)

k-I 1

p .( z. (27)_ P - (-i -i



where (k-l)x(k 1 2) is the positive definite covariance matrix of

Z..'s. We know that

po( ip .- _ ' i  -

is non-decreasing in z., ji, and is equivalent to

x ~j C.7i >k-1jli x. + "

J0

We can show that the supremum of R(,,6 ) over i occurs at e = = k

Note that the above is The Seal's procedure [9] to select a subset containing

the population associated with the largest .'s, so called the "best" population.

An essential complete class of multiple decision procedures.

\ point x0 is called a change point for a function h if in some neighborhood

0t X0,

h(xjh(x*) < 0,

whenever x x x*, and for some x < x < x*, h(xl)J0 and h(x*)J0 with x ix*.

Karlin and Rubin [4] have proved the following result.

ILmma 3. If y changes sign at most once in one-dimensional Euclidean space R1 ,

then

(w) = fjp(xjw)cp(x)da(x)

changes sign at most once, where w is a a-finite measure on R' and p(xlw) is the

density of X with monotone likelihood ratio (MLR).

Remark: It is useful to note that , changes sign in the same direction as y if

it changes sign at all.

A decision rule d(x) is called monotone if

1 if x > _
drx)

0 otherwise.
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Let FT be the continuous distribution function of the pdf p_ (z) for any vector
-l

, and let F (y) be the supremum of the set {x: F T(x) = yj with respect to

the partial order "-<" for any real y and -.

Let 6. be any non-monotone rule and for any given real vector b. =

. ik) with k-I elements, such that

R(.. . = f(i-. (z))p (:i)dv(zj--l' I i -1-i ,. --I -
-1

k-Iwhere v is a c.-finite measure on k-i dim. Euclidean space Rk -  Let

1 if -i > Fb (R (bi'6.))'

(z__i)
b--

1 0 otherwise.

Then R ( i
)  0 /( ,.

-1

Fb (Ri (bi, ))
Ph -(1 i)d' (z =R bi6

Suppose that is not monotone in zij, for fixed zi., X4j. For each fixed

zi,(Zjj) define 60(zi) as above is monotone in z.., and to satisfy
W ) i i j

R i (b.,J = R (bi,6). And

Ri (T.60)-R i (r, )

= J[.-6?]p (z.)dw(z. ).

-1I

Since 0 is monotone, 6.-. 0 as a function of z.. has at most one sign change in1 1 1 13

the order of plus to minus. Using this fact, the MLR of PT. (zi) and Lemma 3,

we have

R (i, ) < R(tii) for r.. > bi..

Hence i(T,6-) < Ri(t<6.) for T. > b..

As the normal means example, a monotone procedure is the following form:

1 if z. > C,
0 i ris

0otherwise, C (C= i)
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this is equivalent to

\ 1 if x. > nax(x. + C.),
0 -- j i J

- I
i 0 otherwise.

L0
It should be pointed out that the monotone procedure 6 = is the

usual Gupta type procedure (see Gupta [3])to select a subset containing the

best population.
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